NOTES

1. FOR HIGH VISIBILITY GUARDRAIL DETAILS SEE STANDARD DETAIL DRAWING NO. SD2.

2. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS.

3. NON STANDARD LENGTHS OR HEIGHTS TO BE PROVIDED WHERE REQUIRED.

4. FENCING TO BE INSTALLED TO A MINIMUM 1.8M FROM ROAD EDGE/flAT AND APPLIED BY THE ENGINEER PRIOR TO CONCRETE CASTING AROUND EACH POST.

5. MAINTAIN A 110mm CENTRE GAP BETWEEN THE STEEL POSTS.

6. MAIN FRAME SHALL BE BURIED 2.2m. HOREL BARS SHALL BE 14mm DIAMETER FROSSED AT WELDED CENTERS.

7. WEHLS TO BS EN 1014-1 AND BS EN 10241-2 SURFACE WELS TO BE CLEARANCE FUSH AN INAIL.

8. ALL STEEL HEAT TREATED AND MACHINED FINISHES TO BE APPLIED TO THE REQUIREMENTS STATED IN APPENDIX I.

9. GUARDRAILS SHALL BE MANUFACTURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH BS 764 CLASS A DESIGN LOAD, PANELS.

10. 24 NO. BARS AT 16 CENTRES 2000 X 2000mm.